
In this lesson, students will analyze how The Tech for Global Good laureates 
use data as a tool to solve problems and effect change. Students will then 
work in groups to create a plan for collecting and using data to address a 
problem in their own sphere of influence. 

Tech for Global Good
Data Challenge 

Grade Levels: 7-12
Duration: 90 min

Grade Levels: 7-12

Duration: 90 min

Concepts/Skills
Data literacy, social impact, brainstorming

Objectives
Students will:
• Identify an issue existing in their immediate 

lives or community that could be addressed 
using data.

• Create a plan for collecting data that can aid in 
solving an issue.

• Explore how data analysis helps to inform 
solutions and measure their success.

Frame the Challenge 25 min 
Activate Prior Knowledge 5 min

Introduce The Tech for Global Good 
Laureates

20 min

Systems Design Challenge 65 min 
Introduce the Challenge 5 min

Brainstorm Problems 20 min

Create a Data Plan 20 min

Share-out 15 min

Debrief 5 min

Outline
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The Tech for Global Good Laureate  
“Solution” videos Materials

2021-2022
 □ Blue Sky Analytics (1:56 min)

 □ Buzz Solutions (2:01 min) 

 □ Ushahidi (2:07 min) 

 □ Wild Me (2:53 min) 

2020-2021
 □ Chipsafer (3:07 min)

 □ Destination Home (3:10 min)

 □ Opportunity Insights (3:33 min)

 □ UNICEF’s Magicbox (3:42 min)

 □ Device to watch videos  
(1 per class)

 □ Data Plan Handout  
(1 per student) 

 □ Writing utensil (1 per student) 

• Materials for brainstorming (1 set per team) 

 □ Sticky notes (20-30)

 □ Markers (3-5)

 □ Large chart paper (1-2 sheets) 
Note: This lesson focuses on the “Solution” videos for each 
laureate. See adaptations in the lesson for using other videos in 
the series from 2020-2021 or 2021-2022. 

Data Challenge

Materials and Preparation

Materials 

Preparation
1. This lesson can highlight eight different Tech for Global Good laureates. Watch all of their videos yourself. We 

recommend choosing four videos to focus on based on student interests and content connections. 

 • Consider the Adaptations below when preparing devices and video links. 

2. Collect and prepare brainstorming materials and Data Plan Handouts.

Adaptations for Distance Learning 
• Introduce the laureate videos and have students watch asynchronously before coming together for 

brainstorming in a live video session. 

• Have students brainstorm and create their plans using online tools (Jamboard, Mural, Slides etc). 

For more tips on adapting Design Challenges to a virtual setting see our Educator Tips for Remote 
STEM Learning.

Video Adaptations
Try one of these approaches for an extended look at the laureates.  

• Jigsaw Research: Assign each group a different laureate to investigate. Have these teams watch all 
of the videos about that laureate (2020-2021 laureates, 2021-2022 laureates). Teams take notes 
and report back on what they have learned to the rest of the class. (approximately 20 min) 

• Virtual Field Trip: Watch The Tech for Global Good Virtual Field Trip as a class for an overview of all  
of the 2020-2021 laureates. (22:38 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nf7-Gsr022M&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAqVzS9w0aEAM-2KHFXGf3c&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grMT4fbtxq0&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAqVzS9w0aEAM-2KHFXGf3c&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0T9cYK8zpgY&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAqVzS9w0aEAM-2KHFXGf3c&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTcuC2QY_0Q&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAqVzS9w0aEAM-2KHFXGf3c&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKLLk-bJkVc&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAC_J9G8hWGRnsfXqupY08x&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mram32WxshE&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAC_J9G8hWGRnsfXqupY08x&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V-fCBm0-Hs&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAC_J9G8hWGRnsfXqupY08x&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sS_tgz_UbZo&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAC_J9G8hWGRnsfXqupY08x&index=10
https://www.thetech.org/tech-global-good-1/laureates
https://www.thetech.org/tech-global-good-1/2022-laureates
https://www.thetech.org/sites/default/files/ttiah-educatorguide-v2.pdf
https://www.thetech.org/sites/default/files/ttiah-educatorguide-v2.pdf
https://www.thetech.org/tech-global-good-1/laureates
https://www.thetech.org/tech-global-good-1/2022-laureates
https://techfortomorrow.com/virtual-field-trip/tech-for-global-good/
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Background Information

Tech for Global Good
The Tech for Global Good is an initiative to create the next generation 
of problem-solvers ready to tackle the toughest challenges facing our 
planet. The program recognizes innovators who use technology to 
improve lives and their stories inspire us to create design challenges 
that embolden students to address complex issues around the world. 

From 2020-2022, The Tech for Global Good recognized eight laureates who, through the constructive use of data, 
enable people to access healthier and more prosperous lives.

2020-2021 Laureates
• Chipsafer equips farmers with data to help identify and isolate irregularities for the protection of their herds. Data is 

gathered with sensors and transformed into actionable information.

• Destination Home uses data to track progress toward permanent housing for vulnerable populations at risk of 
becoming homeless in Santa Clara County.

• Opportunity Insights uses data to uncover and understand the potential of our society to improve economic 
outcomes for all Americans. They work to identify barriers to economic opportunity and develop scalable solutions 
that will empower people throughout the United States to rise out of poverty and achieve better life outcomes.

• UNICEF’s Innovations team created the Magicbox technology platform to track and help predict the spread of 
diseases such as Ebola, Zika, and COVID-19. The information empowers global and community leaders to make data-
driven decisions towards prevention and containment of disease. 

2021-2022 Laureates
• Blue Sky Analytics is a geospatial data intelligence company leading the fight against air pollution, water crisis, 

and environmental degradation by providing high-resolution, high-frequency, and near-real-time information on key 
environmental indicators.

• Buzz Solutions uses artificial Intelligence and predictive analytics to detect faults and anomalies for power utilities 
in power line inspections. Using its solutions, power utilities save over 50% of cost and time to analyze data making 
maintenance efforts easier and time-efficient, thus, preventing wildfires, power outages, and other climate change 
effects on the physical infrastructure of the grid.

• Ushahidi's platform helps global clients enact social change by creating projects that survey and hear from their 
communities, allowing grass roots movements and conversations to take root. Clients collect and manage data from 
multiple sources, visualize and act upon it, building a conduit between the community and the people who serve 
them.

• Wild Me’s platform, Wildbook, blends structured wildlife research with artificial intelligence, citizen science, and 
computer vision to speed population analysis of animal species around the globe and develop new insights to bring 
an end to extinction.

Systems Design Challenges
Systems Design Challenges present students with a real-world problem that is part of a complex system. Students 
examine the intricate parts of that problem as they design potential solutions. By the end of a systems design 
challenge, students will be able to articulate a potential solution, the real-world problem it addresses, and the effects 
their idea might have on other components of that larger system. In this lesson students choose an issue that they 
care about and investigate the context and complexities of that problem through the lens of data. Since the issue they 
are considering has personal relevance, they will examine their own role as problem-solvers and the impact they can 
create in their own communities. 

Data Challenge

https://www.thetech.org/tech-global-good
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Data Challenge

Data 101 
What is data? At its simplest, data is information that can be collected, analyzed and used to inform decisions. 

 − Quantitative data: can be measured numerically.  
Ex. I ate pizza 7 times last month. My family ordered 21 pizzas 
last month. 

 − Qualitative data: is descriptive. It can be observed or collected in a survey or interview.  
Ex. I love pepperoni and mushroom pizza. No one else in my family likes mushrooms.

• In this lesson students are likely to focus on these standard types, but as they investigate complex problems 
they will notice more nuanced types of data such as multidimensional and interactive data. For example, data 
from social media might include sounds, pictures and videos.

• Data literacy is the ability to interpret, understand and utilize data. At the heart of data literacy is the ability to 
identify patterns and discrepancies and draw conclusions. When building this skill, students should ask themselves: 

 − What am I noticing? What patterns do I see? What seems out of place? 
 − What conclusions can I draw?
 − What additional questions come up when I look at this data?
 − What is the right data to answer my questions? Are there other options?
 − What do I know about this data? Who and what is included in the data? When, where, and how was it 
collected?

• As the ability to collect large amounts of data grows, the ability to navigate and understand data becomes 
more relevant. Data science is a field that focuses on collecting, processing, analyzing and utilizing data to 
understand and solve problems with both humans and automated computers performing the analysis.

Resources
• Data Science 4 Everyone: This coalition maintains a list of resources for educators interested in introducing 

data science into their classrooms. 
• The Concord Consortium: Dynamic Data Science: A number of games and activities including data science 

modeling tools. The CODAP (Common Online Data Analysis Platform) is also a free easy to use data analysis 
tool for students.

• Youcubed: K12 Data Science: A list of resources including videos, lessons and other tools to introduce 
students of all ages to data science. 

• Dear Data Project: A unique example of data visualization and the collection and analysis of personal data by 
two designers.

I

Frame the Challenge

Activate Prior Knowledge (5 min)
1. Lead students in a discussion about data and its uses. 

2. Use some of these Guiding Questions: 

 • What do you already know about data?

 • How have you seen data used?

 • What are some ways that you use data in your everyday life?

 • What are some of the ways that collecting or using data can be intrusive?

 • What are ways you have heard of data being used for good?

Note: Use the initial discussion and videos to build excitement before jumping into the challenge itself. Connect with 
student interests and even controversy about data collection and use.

https://www.datascience4everyone.org/resources
https://learn.concord.org/dynamic-data-science
https://codap.concord.org/
https://www.youcubed.org/resource/data-literacy/
http://www.dear-data.com/theproject
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Data Challenge

Systems Design Challenge

Introduce the Design Challenge (5 min) 

1. Introduce the design problem.  

 • Note that this challenge focuses on the creation of a plan, but not the actual data collection and analysis. 

Design Problem Design a plan to use data to address a problem in 
your life or community. 

Criteria
• Clearly define the problem.

• Create a plan to use data to inform solutions.

2. If you have not already done so, group students in teams of 3-6 and distribute brainstorming materials (sticky notes, 
markers, chart paper, etc). 

Introduce The Tech for Global Good Laureates (20 min)
1. Introduce The Tech for Global Good program and the laureates who are using data to solve complex problems.   
2. Play the The Solution video for each laureate you chose.

2021-2022
 □ Blue Sky Analytics (1:56 min)

 □ Buzz Solutions (2:01 min) 

 □ Ushahidi (2:07 min) 

 □ Wild Me (2:53 min) 

2020-2021
 □ Chipsafer (3:07 min)

 □ Destination Home (3:10 min)

 □ Opportunity Insights (3:33 min)

 □ UNICEF’s Magicbox (3:42 min)

3. Make sure each student has a copy of the Data Plan Handout. Students will take notes on their first page in 
response to the Reflection Questions: 
 • What problem is the laureate trying to address?
 • What data did they collect? 
 • How did they use that data? 

4. Following the videos, lead the class in a brief discussion about the laureates and the role of data in in their 
innovative solutions: 
 • How did data help these laureates create change?
 • How was data important to their solution? 

Note: Students can also consider the who, what, when, where and how of the data that they saw being used by the 
laureates. Thinking more about these contexts can help inform them as they develop their own data plans. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nf7-Gsr022M&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAqVzS9w0aEAM-2KHFXGf3c&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grMT4fbtxq0&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAqVzS9w0aEAM-2KHFXGf3c&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0T9cYK8zpgY&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAqVzS9w0aEAM-2KHFXGf3c&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTcuC2QY_0Q&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAqVzS9w0aEAM-2KHFXGf3c&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKLLk-bJkVc&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAC_J9G8hWGRnsfXqupY08x&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mram32WxshE&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAC_J9G8hWGRnsfXqupY08x&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V-fCBm0-Hs&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAC_J9G8hWGRnsfXqupY08x&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sS_tgz_UbZo&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAC_J9G8hWGRnsfXqupY08x&index=10
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Data Challenge

Brainstorm Problems (20 min) 

1. Now that students have seen some examples of innovators who used data to solve problems, invite them to think of 
issues that they care about. 

2. Let students know they are going to be thinking about problems that exist within their sphere of influence. In other 
words, the area where they have the power to have an effect or create change. 

3. Individual Brainstorm (2 min)

 • On their Data Plan Handout: First have them reflect and record individually.

 • What are some problems and issues you care about in your own sphere of influence? Problems that affect you and 
your community (friends, school, city)? 

 • Challenge students to consider how their sphere of influence could connect with state, national or global 
problems. 

 • For example: Recycling is a global problem that students can tackle on a personal level. 

 − Similarly, an idea that helps one family build wealth might be useful for other families as well. 

4. Team Brainstorm (8 min) 

 • Next, ask students to share their ideas and brainstorm as a group. 

 • Have them record ideas on sticky notes spread over a chart paper. 

 • For this initial brainstorm, encourage them to include all ideas without judgment.

 • Have them think about issues that they can address using data. 

 − They can also think about problems that spark their curiosity and lead to questions that could be investigated 
with data. 

5. Define the Problem (10 min)

 • Now that teams have many ideas, it is time to narrow them down to 1-2 problems to explore further. Depending on 
the scale and complexity of an initial idea, they might also need to focus in on a more specific aspect of it. 

 • Have them use the Problem Questions below to break the problem down into the component they want to 
examine with data. 

 − It may be useful to sort the problems into categories or similar ideas first before choosing. 

 − They can use sticky notes to capture their ideas. 

Problem Questions: 

 − Who is affected by this problem?

 − What solutions currently exist? What is preventing these solutions from fully solving the problem?  

 − What else do we need to know about this problem?

Tech Tips 
See our educator guides and videos for more design challenge facilitation techniques.  
For this lesson check out:

• Data Collection

• Innovator Mindsets

• Brainstorming

https://www.thetech.org/explore-dcl
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Data Challenge

Share-out (15 min) 

1. Have teams share their plans and receive feedback.  

2. Before sharing, outline the structure and timing and provide constructive feedback process for students to use. 

 • Consider sharing sentence frames to support this, such as “I like” and “I wonder.”

3. Provide some initial Sharing Questions such as: 

 • Describe your problem and why it is important. 

 • What is your data collection plan? 

 − What data would you need to collect? 

 − How would you collect this data? 

 • How could this data inform a solution or be part of a solution?

Options for Sharing 
• Gallery Walk: Have teams post their charts around the space. Students can walk around for 10 minutes and 

provide structured feedback using sticky notes. Give each team 5 minutes at the end to reflect on the feedback 
they received. 

• Team Share: Pair up teams and have them share their Data Plans with each other. Provide reminders of timing so 
each team has about 5 minutes to share and receive feedback. 

• Presentations: Give each team 1-2 minutes to share their Data Plans with the rest of the class. Students can 
provide written or verbal feedback after each presentation. 

Create a Data Plan (20 min)  
1. Have students choose one problem to focus on.

2. They will now create a plan to collect data about this problem

 • First they will need to focus on what data they need. 

 • Next, they will consider how they will gather that data.  

3. They can use the questions from the Data Plan Handout to guide their 
thinking.

What: 
 • What parts of this problem are we interested in?

 • What questions do we have? What information do we need? 

 • What types of data could be collected that relate to this problem?

How: 
 • How could each piece of data be collected? What tools and strategies 

could we use?

 • How do these types of data relate to and affect the problem?

4. Encourage them to create a visual representation of their plan on 
chart paper using flowcharts, mind maps or other tools. 

 • These types of tools will help make connections between ideas as 
they plan and also share their ideas with others later. 

5. If students have time they can also show how their data might lead to 
or influence potential solutions. 

Flowchart Example:

Data

How to
collect?

Questions

Estimates 
on amount 

of water 
used per 

task

Family 
members  
thoughts 

about water

Observations 
or charts and 

calculations of 
water usage

Interviews 
with family 
members

How long 
are our 

showers? 
How often?

Why do we 
use a lot of 

water?

How often 
do we leave 

the sink 
running?

What do we 
use water 

for?

How often 
do we water 

plants?

Problem: How can our
family use less water?
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Debrief (5 min) 

1. After students share their work, bring the conversation back to the concepts and what they learned. 

2. Lead a short discussion and guide student reflection. 

3. Possible Debrief Questions include: 

 • What did you notice about the different problems that the teams considered? 

 • What did you notice about the types of data they wanted to collect?

 • What did you notice about how teams were planning to use data to affect change? 

 • Are there any ethical considerations you would need to make when collecting the data, especially around consent 
and privacy? 

 − For example: Do the people involved know you are collecting and using data? How are you keeping the 
information safe? 

 • How has your understanding of data in your own life changed after considering these problems?

Extensions 
This data lesson can be the starting point of a longer term project.

Data Collection and Analysis
• Students gather data as outlined in their plans (this may take several days or weeks and take place outside of 

class time). 

• Student groups analyze the collected data and brainstorm potential solutions. Once they have decided on a 
solution, groups will develop a plan to implement this solution and measure its success. 

Implementing Solutions
• Students develop a solution based on their data (in class or as homework).
• After implementing their solutions, students will observe and analyze the effects. 
• Groups will present their results and lessons learned to the class. (If possible, invite community stakeholders.)

Data Challenge
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Common Core State Standards: English Language Arts (Extensions Only)
Grades Standard Description

6-12
CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.
SL.6-12.5

Using visual/digital presentations to support claims and add interest: 
Ex: (11-12) Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and 
interactive elements) in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, and 
evidence and to add interest.

Next Generation Science Standards
Grades Description

6-8 MS-ETS1-4. Develop a model to generate data for iterative testing and modification of a proposed object, 
tool, or process such that an optimal design can be achieved.

9-12 HS-ETS1-1.
Analyze a major global challenge to specify qualitative and quantitative criteria and 
constraints for solutions that account for societal needs and wants.

Data Challenge
Appendix

Vocabulary
• Data: Information that can be ollected, analyzed and used to inform decisions.

• Data Literacy: The ability to interpret, understand and utilize data. At the heart of data literacy is the ability to identify 
patterns and discrepancies and draw conclusions. 

• Data Science: A field that focuses on collecting, processing, analyzing and utilizing data to understand and solve 
problems with both humans and automated computers performing the analysis.

• Qualitative Data: is descriptive. It can be observed or collected in a survey or interview. Ex. I love pepperoni and 
mushroom pizza. No one else in my family likes mushrooms.

• Quantitative Data: Can be measured numerically. Ex. I ate pizza 7 times last month. My family ordered 21 pizzas last 
month. 

• Sphere of Influence: The area of one’s life or community where a person or organization can have an effect or create 
change. For example: A student’s sphere of influence may include themselves, their family and friends, school, and 
some aspects of their local community. A student with international friends may even be able to affect change at a 
global level.

Resources and References 
1. “Teaching Data.” Data Science 4 Everyone, https://www.datascience4everyone.org/resources 

2. “Dynamic Data Science.” The Concord Consortium, https://learn.concord.org/dynamic-data-science 

3. “youcubed K12 Data Science.” Youcubed, https://www.youcubed.org/resource/data-literacy/ 

4. "Dear Data." The Dear Data Project, http://www.dear-data.com/theproject

https://www.datascience4everyone.org/resources 
https://learn.concord.org/dynamic-data-science
https://www.youcubed.org/resource/data-literacy/
http://www.dear-data.com/theproject
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Laureate 
Name

What problems are they 
trying to address? What data did they collect? How did they use that data?

Data Plan 

Name(s):          Date: 

The Tech for Global Good is an initiative to create the next generation 
of innovators ready to tackle the toughest challenges facing our 
planet. From 2020-2022, the program recognized eight laureates 
who, through the constructive use of data, enable people to access 
healthier and more prosperous lives. 

As you watch videos of The Tech for Global Good laureates, consider: 
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Brainstorm Problems 

Think about and record: What are some problems and issues I care about in my own sphere of influence? 

As you think about problems, consider: 
• Who is affected by this problem?

• What solutions currently exist? What is preventing them from solving the problem?  

• What else do we need to know about this problem?

Myself

My Community

Beyond
(Ex. state, national, international)
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Create a Data Plan

As a team, choose one problem to focus on. Use these questions below to guide your planning.
Create a visual representation of your plan and be prepared to share your ideas. 

The Problem
What data would we collect?

The Data 
How would we collect it? 

• What parts of this problem are we interested in?

• What questions do we have? What information do we 
need? 

• What types of data could be collected that relate to this 
problem?

• How could each piece of data be collected? What tools 
and strategies could we use?

• How do these types of data relate to and affect the 
problem?

Sharing Questions: 

• Describe your problem and why it is important. 

• What is your data collection plan? 

 − What data would you need to collect? 

 − How would you collect this data? 

• How could this data inform your solutions or be part of a solution?
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